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On a Minimal Helical Immersion
into a Unit Sphere
Kunio Sakamoto

§ O. Introduction
Letf: M-+M be an isometric immersion of a Riemannian manifold
M into a Riemannian manifold M. If the image curve of· each geodesic
of M has universal constant curvatures and its osculating order is d, then
f is said to be a helical immersion of order d. In the present paper we
shall study minimal helical immersions into a unit sphere.
A compact Riemannian manifold admits a minimal helical immersion
into a unit sphere if and only if it is a strongly harmonic manifold (see [3],
[6]). Therefore the classification of compact Riemannian manifolds which
admit a minimal helical immersion into a unit sphere is equivalent with
that of strongly harmonic manifolds. So taking account of [4], [6], [7] and
[8], we may conjecture that if the order d of a minimal helical immersion
f: M-+S(l) into a unit sphere S(1) is odd, then M is isometric to a sphere
of constant curvature, if the order is even, then M is isometric to a compact rank one symmetric space and f is equivalent to a standard minimal
immersion (for the definition, see [8]). To answer this conjecture, we
must pay attension to the fact that M is a Blaschke manifold (cf. [1], [6]).
In fact, if a Riemannian manifold is diffeomorphic to a sphere or real
projective space and has a Blaschke structure, then it is isometric to one
of the above spaces with canonical Riemannian structure (cf. [3]). On the
other hand, in [6] we obtained an explicit expression of the helical immersionf: M-+S(l) by a geodesic polar coordinate around a fixed point
x in M, which contains the second fundamental form and their higher
order covariant derivatives at x. Thus we can compute Jacobi fields along
a geodesic issuing from x. Therefore we are interested in the relation
between the Blaschke structure of M and the second fundamental form of
f The study of this relation is the main purpose of this paper.
Well we give the organization of this paper. We in Section 1 shall
explain the results obtained in [6] and moreover study the induced metric
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on the geodesic sphere in M. The property of this metric is due to that
the immersion is minimal. In Section 2, we compute Jacobi fields along
a geodesic by using the explicit expression of the helical immersion explained in Section 1. Section 3 is devoted to prepare lemmas for Section
4 which are derived from the basic property of Blaschke structure. In
Section 4, we shall characterize the tangent space of the cut-locus and its
orthogonal complement as eigenspaces of the Weingarten map corresponding to some normal vector. This characterization is stated in Theorem
4.1. Furthermore we apply these Corollaries to the minimal helical immersion of order 3 and give a different proof of a Theorem stated in [4].
For the study of Blaschke or harmonic manifolds, it is desirable to show
that a cut-locus is a totally geodesic submanifold in M. It is a difficult
problem. We in this paper represent the second fundamental tensor of
the cut-locus in M by that of the immersion f
The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Professor S. Ishihara for his constant encouragement and valuable suggestions.

§ 1. Preliminaries
In this paper, the differentiability of all geometric objects will be Coo.
Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold andf: M~M be an isometric
immersion into a Riemannian manifold M. If for each geodesic r in M,
the curve (J = for in M is of order d and has constant curvatures which
do not depend on r, thenf: M~M is called a helical immersion of order d.
In the sequel, f: M~S(1) denotes a helical immersion of order d into a
unit sphere. Let t: S(1)~E be the canonical inclusion (E is a Euclidean
space whose origin is the center of S(I». Then in [6] we showed that
= t of: M ~ E is a helical immersion of order d* where d* = d if d is even
and d* = d + 1 if d is odd. Let H be the second fundamental form of
f: M~S(1) and D the van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant differentiation.

J

Then we have (cf. [6])
Theorem 1.1. Let r: R~M be a unit speed geodesic such that r(O)=
x and t(O)=X. Then Frenet frame r(J)(X),j= 1, .. " d at x of the cruve
r= 0 r is given by

J

r(J)(X) = (AI ... Aj_I)-I[ -b j2 !(x) + L: b ii (Di- 2H) (Xi)] if j is even,
r(J)(X)=(A I ' . 'Aj_I)-1 L: b ji (Di- 2H) (Xi) ifj is odd,
where the index in the summation runs over the range {2,4, ... ,j} and
{3,5, ... ,j} respectively, ill, .. " Aa*-l are curvatures of r, bj/s are polynomials of iii, "', A;_2 and (Di- 2H) (Xi) denotes (Di- 2H) (X, .. " X)
evaluated by X.

Moreover only in the case d is odd we have
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r(d+I)(X)=(A I ' . 'Ad)-l[ -bd+IZl(x)+ L: (b d+l k-ad+l k)(Dk-ZH) (Xk)]
where the index k in the summation runs over the range {2, 4, .. " d -I}
and ad+l k is a polynomial of curvatures t;;L •• " t;;~_l of (i.
To simplify the notations, we put for evenj
r(J)(X)=(A I ' .. Aj_l)-l L: b ji (Di-2H) (Xi), (1 ~j<d)
r(d+I)(X)=(A I ' . 'Ad)-l L: (b d+l k-ad+l k) (Dk-ZH) (Xk)

when d is odd.

Let A be the Frenet matrix;

o

1

:-Ad*-lJ
.0

and t(;;(s), .. ·,Jd*(S)) the first column vector of the matrix (eSA-I)A-I.
Then 1 can be expressed by a geodesic polar coordinate with center x as
follows (cf. [6]):
Theorem 1.2.

For s

E

R and X

E

UxM (unit tangent sphere at x), we

have
l(expxsX) =F(s)](x) +;;(s)X +~(s; X)+~(s; X)
where F(s)=I-(c z!z(s)+c4 h(s)+", +cd*fd*(S)),
Cj

=(A zA4 "

•

Aj - z)/(A IA3 ' • 'A j - l ),

~(s;

X)=

L: !;(s)r(J)(X)

and

j:even

~(s;

X)=

L:

!;(s)r(j) (X).

j:odd~3

From the above theorem we see that the inner product of the position
vectors j(x), ley) satisfy <lex), l(y» = F(o(x, y)), where 0 denotes the
distance function of M. This fact implies following two theorems (cf. [6])
Theorem 1.3. If a compact Riemannian manifold M admits a helical
immersionf: M~S(I), then M is a Blaschke manifold.
Theorem 1.4. If a compact Riemannian manifold M admits a minimal
helical immersion f: M~S(I), then M is a globally harmonic manifold.
Furthermore if M is simply connected, then it is strongly harmonic.
It is well-known that if f: M~S(I) is minimal, then the height
functions are eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator corresponding to the
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eigenvalue n=dimM. Since in Theorem 1.2, we expressed the immersion
of geodesic polar coordinates around x, in order to compute
the Laplacian of the height functions, we must represent Laplace operator
in terms of geodesic polar coordinates. Let gs be the Riemannian metric
on the unit tangent sphere UxM induced by the map X ~expxsX from the
metric induced on the geodesic sphere with center x and radius s. Then
the Laplace operator of M is represented by the radial derivative and the
Laplace operator LIs with respect to g.. Thus we have (cf. [6])

J in terms

s.

Theorem 1.5. Let~' (s; X), ... denote the derivatives with respect to
Iff: M--+S(l) is a helical minimal immersion of order d, then we obtain

(Ll)

hLlsX=(f~'+f;w+nh)X,

(1.2)

Lls(~(s;

(Xe UxM),

X)+(s; X))=~"(s; X) + ("(s; X)+w·(~'(s; X)+('(s; X))
+n(~(s;

where w(s) = (nF(s) -

X)+(Cs; X)),

f~(s))/h(s).

Now, we remark that equation (1.1) shows the position vector on
UxM is an eigenfunction of LIs if h(s) *0. This fact is interesting. In
fact, making use of Theorem 1.4, we get
Let g be the canonical metric on the unit tangent

Proposition 1.6.

sphere UxM.

Let { /p } 8 (resp. { /p }) be Christoffel symbol with re-

spect to g. (resp. g).

= { q rp } s _

Then the tensor field B(s) on UxM defined by

B(s)~p

{ r } satisfies
qP

Moreover we have

and LIs is given by

where

t1 p denotes

the covariant differentiation with respect to the Rieman-

nian connection {pr q }.
Proof Since M is harmonic, we may write -v' det g s= ¢(s)-v' det g
with some function ¢(s). So we have
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where {u 2 , • " , un} is a local coordinate system on U.,M. Put xp=(ajauP)X
and xpq=(ajaup)xq. Then we have

Xpq ={/ q }xr-gpqX.
Equation (1.1) implies

_t;[(_a_
g., pq+g., pq-a-log-v'detg)Xq+g., pqxpq] =(f~' +f~{J)+nt;)X.
au p
au p
Thus making use of
g.,

qp{ qrp } • -_

-

-_ -

(a
GU

P

g.,

TP+ g., pr{ qqp })
•

(a
PT+ g., PT -a-1og'VId~t
--g.,
e g. ) ,
au p
au p

we get

which shows the assertions for

R(s) and g., pqgpq.

Finally from

we have
L1 -g
.-.,

pq({ p r q } +R(S)T)
a -g., pq aUpaU
a q
pq aUr
2

Q.E.D.
§ 2. Jacobi fields
In the sequel, M will be compact, so that it is a Blaschke manifold.
Moreover f: M~S(l) will be an embedding. This assumption is always

admitted because of Corollary 6.3 in [6].
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Let r be a unit speed geodesic such that r(Or=x e M, t(O)=X e U.,M,
which is of course a simply closed geodesic loop. Making use of Theorem
1.2, we shall compute Jacobi fields along r. Let Ve U.,M be a unit
tangent vector orthogonal to X. We in Theorem 1.2 exchange X for
cost X +sint V. Then we have a variation of geodesics. Furthermore
take a curve fi(t) in M such that fi(O)=x, ~(O)= V. Let X*(t) be a vector
field parallel to X along fi. Then, drawing a geodesic which issues from
fi(t) and is tangent to X*(t), we have another variation of geodesics.
These variations yield all Jacobi fields along r. Before stating a theorem,
we must introduce notations. If by suitable numbers of (X, X) we
multiply each term in the defining equations of t(j)(X) U; even) and
't'(.1)(X) U; odd), then we can understand t U ) (or 't'(J) as a multilinear map
T.,MX ... X T.,M-+N.,M (normal space at x) of degree j, so that t(.1) is a
mixed tensor field. For instance, t(4) is regarded as (Xl> ... , X 4 e TM)
t(4)(X1, X z, X s, X4)=(AIAzAs)-1[b4 zH(Xl> Xz)(Xs, X 4 )
+b44(DzH)(Xl' X z, X s, X 4)].

.»

In similar way, we can regard ~(s; .) (resp. C(s;
as a mixed tensor field
of covariant degree d (resp. d-l) if d is even and d-l (resp. d) if d is
odd for each s. With this understanding, we put
~x(s; V)=~(s;

V, X, ... , x)+~(s; X, V, X, .. ', X)

+ ... +Ns; X,

... , X, V),

Cx(s; V)=C(s; V, X, ... , X)+C(s; X, V, X, ... , X)

+ ... +C(s; X,
(D~)(s;

V;

X)=(Dy~(s;

... , X, V),

. »)(X, ... , X),

(DO(s; V; X)=(Dy~(s; .»(X, ... , X).

Under this notation, we have
Theorem 2.1. Jacobifields Jy and It satisfying Jy(O) =0, I7t J y(O) = V
and Jf(O) = V, I7tJf(O) =0 respectively are given by
(2.1)

Jy(s)=j;(s)V+~x(s; V)+~x(s; V),

(2.2)

It(s)=F(s)V-A«s;x)V-AC(S;X)V
+ j;(s)H(V, X)+(D~)(s; V; X)+(DC)(s; V; X),

where AW;x) (resp. AW;x) denotes Weingarten map corresponding to the
normal vector ~(s; X) (resp. ~(s; X».
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we:have
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Consider the variation (s, t}--+expx s(cos tX + sin t V).

Then

Jv(s)=~[F(s)l(x)+ j;(s)(cos tX+sin tV)
dt

+~(s;

cos tX +sin tV)+(s; cos tX + sin tVm~o

=};(s)V+~x(s;

V)+(x(s; V)

which shows (2.1). Next let ~(t) and X*(t) be as above. We then
consider the variation (s, t)>--+expfi(t)sX*(t). Also from Theorem 1.2, we
have
Jt(s)=

:r [F(s)l(~(t))+ };(s)X*(t)+~(s; X*(t))+(s; X*(t)m~o

=F(s)V+ };(s)H(V, X)-Ae(s;x) V+(D~)(s; V; X)
- AW;x) V + CD,) (s; V; X),

which shows (2.2).

Q.E.D.

Here we remark the following: Firstly, in the above equations (2.1)
and (2.2), vectors J v, J#, V, AW;x) V and AW;x) V are images of them by
the differential map f*. Secondly, the tangent vector V in the initial conditions need not be a unit vector.
Now, we shall combine Theorem 2.1 with the fact that the Jacobi
fields Jv's (V E {X}l.) span the subspace {iF in TrM at each point on r
except the conjugate point of x. Let L be the period of r, so that the
injectivity radius is L/2. For s E (0, L/2) we define a linear transformation
S(s) on the subspace {X}l. in TxM by
(2.3)
Then we have
Lemma 2.2.

The linear transformation S(s) on {X}l. is given by
S(s) = };(s)-l(F(s)I-A«s;x) -AW;x))

where I is the identity transformation.
Proof Consider TxM-component of both hand sides in (2.3). Then
the assertion is immediately derived from (2.1) and (2.2).
Q.E.D.

The following proposition asserts that the derivative of -S(s) is the
inverse g;;l of the metric g •.
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We have

Proposition 2.3.

g.(S'(s) V, W)= -(V, W)
where s

E

(0, Lj2) and V,

WE

{Xp-.

Proof Let {Vk h=2, ... ,n be an orthonormal base in {X}.L.
ation (2.3) is written by

The equ-

n

Jt = L: SkIJI'
1=2

Thus we have
r:Jt= L: (S~VI+2S~lrtJI+Sk!r:JI).

Since Jt and J l are Jacobi fields, we obtain

L: (S~VI+2S~lrtJI)=0,
so that

L: [S~~(JI' Jh)+2S~I(rtJI' Jh)] =0.
Since g.(VI' V h) = (Jl , J h) and
t·g.(VI, V h) = (rtJI, Jh)+(JI, r tJ h)=2(f7tJ I, J h),

we have

L: [S~~g,(VI'

Vh)+S~lg~(VI' Vh)]=O,

or g8(S"(S)V, W)+g~(S'(s)V, W)=O. It follows that g.(S'(s) V, W)=constant. We shall prove that this constant is -(V, W). From Lemma
2.2, we see that
S'(s) =

-

f~(s)j(f,(s))2[F(s)I - AW;x) - A'(8;X)]

-lJf,(s)[f,(s)I+ A.,(s;x) + A,,(s;x)],

where we note F'(s) = - f,(s).

On the other hand we have

Thus we have

Minimal Helical Immersion

Therefore g.(S'(s)V, W)= -<V, W).
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Next we consider the NxM-component of both hand sides in (2.3).
We have
Theorem 2.4.

(2.4)

Let V

f,.(s)(D~)(s;

E

{X}..L be arbitrary.

Then

V; X)= ~~x(s; AW;x) V)
+F(s)Cx(s; V)-Cx(s; A«8;X) V),

(2.5)

(];(s))2H(V, X)+ ];(s)(DC)(s; V; X)
=F(s)~x(s; V)-~x(s;

A«s;x) V)-CxCs; AW;x) V).

Proof Substituting equations (2.1), (2.2) and that given in Lemma
2.2 into (2.3), we have

];(s)[];(s)H(V,

X)+(D~)(s;

V; X)+ (DC) (s; V; X)]

= ~x(s; F(s) V - AW;x) V - AW;x) V)

+ Cx(s; F(s) V Exchange X for -X.

AW;x) V - AC(s;x) V).

Then we obtain the desired equations.

Q.E.D.

§ 3. Lemmas
By Theorem 1.3 we know M is a Blaschke manifold. Thus we recall
the definition of a Blaschke manifold. Let x EM and Cut(x) be the cutlocus of x in M. If for every y E Cut(x) the link 2 ix ) = {t(y) E UyM: r
is a minimal geodesic from x to y} is a great sphere of UyM, then Mis
said to be a Blaschke manifold at the point x. Moreover M is said to be
a Blaschke manifold if it is a Blaschke manifold at every point in M (cf.
[3]). It is well-known that M is a Blaschke manifold at x if and only if the
cut-locus Cut (x) is spherical (cf. [3]) and that if M is a Blaschke manifold,
then every geodesic is a simply closed geodesic whose length we denoted
by L.
Let :Yfy(x) be the subspace spanned by 2y(x) in TyM, so that 2/x)
=:Yfix)n UyM and :Yfix)~Ty Cut(x). The dimension of 2/x) is
constant which is the index of the first conjugate point y of x along a
geodesic from x to y. Let e=dim:Yfy(x). Bott's theorem says that e is
equal to 1,2, 4,8 or n, corresponding to which n=m, 2m, 4m, 16 or any
(m= 1,2, ... ). Using Theorem 2.1, we shall characterize the subspace
:YfxCy) for y E Cut(x).
Let X E UxM. If y=exp", (Lj2)X, then :Yf.,,(y) is the "holomorphic
section" determined by X when M is a compact rank one symmetric space.
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Thus we shall adopt the notation £",(X) instead of £",(y) ify=exp..,,(L/2)X.
Moreover we put £;(X) = {X}.L in £..,,(X).
Lemma 3.1.

We have

£..,,(X)=span{Z E UxM:
£;(X)={Z

E

~(X)=~(Z)},

TxM: ~xCZ)=O, Z~X},

where ~(X)=~(L/2; X) and ~xCZ)=~x(L/2; Z).

I;

Proof It is easily shown that Ii = I-Ad;,
= Aj-1h-l-Ad'J+l
Since it is an odd function, we see that h is an odd (resp. even)
function if j is odd (resp. even). Moreover I/s are periodic functions with
period L. Thush(L/2)=0 if j is odd. Hence we have ,(L/2; X)=O, so
that cut-locus Cut (x) of x is given by

(j> 2).

RCut (x)) = {ley) = F(L/2)j(x) + ~(X): X

E

UxM}.

Therefore we see that expx(L/2)X=exp",(L/2)Z if and only if ~(X)=~(Z).
Q.E.D.
In the sequel, we shall put a=/i(L/2), b=F(L/2). Let r: s~expx
.sX be the unit speed geodesic such that reO) = x, i(O) = x. We put X =
= i(L/2). Then we have
Lemma 3.2.

The Weingarten map A,(x) satisfies

.and X is given by
X=aX+,'(L/2; X)=aX+(D~)(X).

(3.2)

Proof The first equality of (3.2) is clear in virtue of Theorem 1.2.
Now we note that
j(r(s + L/2)) = bj(r(s)) + Ni(s)).

Differentiate this equation and let s=O. Then we have
X = bX - A,(x)X+ (D~) (X).

However A,(x)X is proportional to X because of Lemma 3.3 in [6]. Hence
A,(x)X=(b-a)X and "(L/2; X)=(D~)(X).
Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.3.

The subspaces £ y(X) and TyCut (x) are given by

Minimal Helical Immersion
~V<X)=span{aZ+(D~)(Z);
T!lCut(x)={~xCY);
whereJx(Y)=~x(L/2;
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Z E ~.,(X), IIZII= I},

YET", Cut(y)},

Y). Moreover we see that ~x: T",Cut(y)~T!lCut(x)

is a linear isomorphism.
Proof. The first equality is clear from (3.2). Since the curve 01--+
bJ(x) + Hcos OX+sinOy) is contained in Cut(x), its tangent vector ~x(Y)
at 0=0 is contained in TIICut(x). Thus we see from the fact dim T",Cut(y)
= dim TIICut(x) that the second equality holds and ~x: T",Cut(y)~
Til Cut(x) is an isomorphism.
Q.E.D.
Hereafter we shall assume thatf:
Lemma 3.4.

M~S(I)

is minimal.

We have a*O.

Proof. Let J k (k=2, .. " n) be the Jacobi field used in the proof of
Lemma 2.3. Let 8 be defined by

Here we note that by virtue of Theorem 1.4 8 is a function depending
only on s. We have proved in [6]
I'
f 'l+Jl'

(3.3)
Let us assume that
=0, we obtain

(n--+-I
8')
=nF .
s
8

a=f~(L/2)=O.

Since F'= -;;

and;;(L/2)=f~'(L/2)

F(s) = b + r4s - Lj2)4 + O[(s - Lj2)6]

where 4! a 4=F<4)(Lj2). On the other hand, in [I] Allamigeon proved
8(s)=a(s-Lj2)e-l+ 0[(s-Lj2Y],

where a is a non-zero constant. It follows that

8'
_=(e-I)(s-L/2)-1+
0(1).
8

Substitute these expansions into (3.3). We have
-12a4(s - L/2)2 + O[(s - L/2)4]
- {4a.(s- L/2)s+ 0[(s-L/2)5]}{(e-I)(s- Lj2)-1+ 0(1)}
= n{b + a 4(s - L/2)4 + O[(s - Lj2)6]}
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on some interval which contains L/2. Therefore we have b=O and /X4=O.
Repeating this argument, we see that all derivatives of F at L/2 vanish.
Since F is analytic, F=. O. This conclusion contradicts to F(O) = 1.
Q.E.D.
Let us define

(D~)x(V)

(D~h(V)=(D~)(V,

by

X, .. " X)+ ... +(D~)(X, .. " X, V).

Proposition 3.5. If Z E .:If",eX) is a unit tangent vector orthogonal to
X, then (D~)(Z)=(D~)x(Z). Furthermore equation

holds for any unit vectors Zl' Z2 E .:If,,(X).
Proof Since aV+(D~)(V) E 2ix) for every unit vector V in
.:If",eX), we have aZ+(D~)x(Z) E .:If/X), which implies that aZ+(D~)x(Z)
=c(aW+(D~)(W)) holds for some unit vector WE .:If",eX) and some
constant c. It follows that c= 1, Z= W. Thus we have (D~)AZ)=
(D~) (Z).
If Zl =Z2, then the equality is clear. In general case, we take a unit

vector Z orthogonal to Zl in the plane spanned by Zl and Z? Then Z2 is
written as Z2 = cos 8 Zl + sin 8 Z. Let us put
¢(8) = <aZ1 +(D~)(Zl)' aZ2+(D~)(Z2)
=a2cos8+«D~)(Zl)' (D~)(cos 8 Zl

+ sin 8Z).

Differentiating ¢(8), we have

<

¢'(8) = -a2sin 8+ (D,;-)(Zl) , (D';-)Z2( -sin 8 Zl +cos 8 Z)
= -a2sin 8+«D~)(Zl)' (D';) (-sin 8 Zl+cos8 Z).
Differentiate once more.

Then

¢"(8) = _a 2cos 8+ <(D,;)(Zl), (D';)-SiU QZ,+COS QZ( -Z2)
= _a2cos 8-«D';) (Zl) , (D~)(Z2)

= -¢(8).
In the above computation we have used the fact that Z2 is orthogonal to
- sin 8 Zl + cos 8 Z and that (D';M W) = (D~) (W) if V, Ware orthonormal
vectors in .:If",eX). We have already shown ¢(O) = 1. Thus it suffices to
show ¢'(O)=O. In order to show ¢'(O)=O, we have only to prove that if
Zl~Z2' then «D';) (Zl), (D~) (Z2)=O. This is proved as
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where we have used the fact that II(D';-)(V)[J2= l-a2 for every unit vector
Ve .1t'",(X).
Q.E.D.
Let Ye T",Cut(y) such that IIYII= 1. Since ~x: T7/Cut(x)---+T",Cut(y)
is a linear isomorphism, there exists Y e T7/Cut(x) such that ';-x(Y) = Y.
From (2.1) we see that there is a Jacobi field Ky along r such that
Ky(L/2)=O, V xK y(L/2) = Y and Ky(O) = Y.

Lemma 3.6. The Jacobi field Ky is given by

Proof Let W=V xKy(O). Then we have Ky=n+Jw . The Jacobi
field Ky satisfies

~Ky
I8~L/2 = [f7XKy +<~Ky,
j(r(s»)](r(s»] I
ds
ds
8~L/2
= VxKy(L/2) + H(X, Ky(L/2»
= Y e T7/Cut(x),

where f7 denotes the covariant differentiation on S(I). Thus we see from
Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.2 that
-A(D.l(X)Y+aH(Y, X)+(D2,;-)(Y, X, X, "', X)+aW+(D';-h(W)
= Y e T7/Cut(x).

So Lemma 3.3 implies aW=A(D.l(X)Y'

Q.E.D.

§ 4. Theorems
In the beginning, we shall characterize .1t'",(X) and T",Cut(y) as eigenspaces of the Weingarten map A Hxl .
Theorem 4.1.

We obtain

.1t'",(X)={Z e T",M: A.(X)Z=(b-a)Z},
T",Cut(y)={Ye T",M: A.(X)Y=bY}.
Proof

Let Z e .1t'",(X). Then Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 show
AHXlZ= AHzlZ= (b-a)Z,
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so that .1C'",(X)c{Z E T",M: A«x)Z=(b-a)Z}. Next let Y E T",Cut(y).
Then we have a Jacobi field Ky as in Lemma 3.6. Since Ky(L/2) =0, we
find

bY-A«x)Y+(D~)(L/2;

Y;

X)+~x(!

A(D.) (X)Y)=O,

which implies that A.(X)Y=bY. Thus T",Cut(y) is contained in the eigenspace corresponding to eigenvalue b of A. (X). Since T",M =.1C'"'(X) Ei1
T",Cut(y), we obtain the assertions.
Q.E.D.
Corollary 4.2.

The equality
a=mb,

(m=n/e)

holds.
Proof. The minimality of f: M~S(l) implies that trace A«x) =0
and hence e(b-a)+(n-e)b=O. Thus we have a=mb.
Q.E.D.
Corollary 4.3. Let Y E T",Cut(y) and Z E .1C'.:vCx) such that
Then equations

= 1, Z..l X.

IIYII=I[ZII

hold.
Proof.

From the proof of Theorem 4.1, we see that

1
n(L/2) = (D~)(L/2; Y; X)= - - ~x(A(D.) (X) Y).

a

Equation (2.2) shows that
nCL/2) = aZ

+ (D~)(L/2; Z; X).

Differentiate (2.4) with respect to s and let s=L/2. Then we have
a(D~)(L/2;

Z; X)= -~x(A(D.) (x)Z)+b(D~)(Z)-(D~)x«b-a)Z)
=a(~D)(Z)-~x(A(D.)

which shows the second equation.

(X)Z),

Q.E.D.
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Well, we shall apply Corollaries 4.2 and 4.3 to the case d=3. In this
case we may exhibit
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)

a=I-A1a2,
(ai)2= l-a 2,

(3.7)

c~+c;= 1,

where ai = fi(Lj2) , a2= j:.(Lj2) and a4 = J:(Lj2). The last equation (3.7)
is due to Lemma 5.2 in [6]. Let us assume e > 2. Codazzi structure
equation shows that De is a symmetric tensor, i.e.,
(D~)(V1'

V2,

V3)=(D~)(V2'

V1,

V3)=(D~)(V1,v3,V2).

Thus we have (D~)(Lj2; Z; X)=(D~)(Z, X, X)=(D~)(Z)j3 for Z
such that II ZII = 1 and Z-.LX. It follows from Corollary 4.3 that
2
3

E

£x(X)

1
a

-(D~)(Z)=-~x(A(De) (X)Z).

However Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 show that both hand sides are orthogonal.
Thus we have (D~)(Z)=O and hence ai=O. On the other hand, by three
equations in (3.5) and (3.7), we obtain b-a=c4A;lai, which implies a=b.
By virtue of Corollary 4.2 we see that n=e, a= -1. Next assume that
e= 1. Let Y E TxM such that II YII = 1 and X -.L Y. From Corollary 4.3,
we have

from which

~<CD~)(X),
3

H(Y, Y»=

-~«D~h(Y), H(X,
3

Y»

1
a

=-<~x(A(De)(x)Y), H(X, Y»

1

=-[-<~(X),H(A(De)(x)Y'

a

=

-«D~)(X),

Y»+<Cb-a)A(D<)(X)Y' Y)]

H(Y, Y»,

where we have used Lemma 3.3 in [6]. It follows that A(D<) (X) =0. So
we see that (D~h(y)=O for every Y E TxM such that Y -.LX. This means
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(D~) (X) is constant vector on U"M. Since D~ is of covariant degree 3,
we have (D~)(X)=O, and so a~=O. Thus we have e=n which is a contradiction. In this way, we obtain

Theorem 4.4. (Nakagawa [4]). Let f: M~S(l) be a minimal helical
embedding of order 3. Suppose that M is compact. Then M is isometric
to a sphere. Moreover f is equivalent to a standard minimal embedding of
a sphere.
Proof Since e=n, we can use D.3 Corollary in [3]. Thus M is isometric to a sphere. Moreover by Wallach's linear rigidity Theorem [8],
we see that f is equivalent to a standard minimal embedding of a sphere.
Q.E.D.
Thus we may conjecture that if f: M~S(1) is a minimal helical
embedding of odd order, then M is isometric to a sphere. If this conjecture is true, then by virtue of Tsukada [7] we see that f is equivalent to a
minimal standard embedding of a sphere. However in this paper we can
only prove the converse. We need

Lemma 4.5.

If j is even, then

where dUg denotes the volume form of the canonical metric g on U"M.
Proof Integrate on U"M both hand sides of (1.2) with respect to the
measure dug,' Noting that

we .have from Green's Theorem

f

W'(s; X)+w·ns;

U~M

for every s E (0, Lj2). It follows that

Well we note

X)+n~(s; X)]dug=O
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which is easily derived from the definition of h. Moreover we have
n-I
w(s)=--+O(s).

s

Therefore for j>2 we see
fr(s)+w(s)f~(s)+nh(s)

It follows that we have inductively

f

f(j)(X)dvg=O.

Q.E.D.

UIIIM

Here we should remark that Lemma 4.5 means the minimality of f,
in particular whenj=2, f(2)(X)=A 11H(X, X), and hence

f

H(X, X)dvg=O.

U,/DM

This is equivalent with trace of H =

o.

Theorem 4.6. Let f: M~S(I) be a minimal helical embedding.
Assume that M is compact and e=n. Then we have ~(X)=O for every
X e UM and a= b = -1 which means geometrically that the cut point
f(r(L/2)) of f(r(O)) is the antipodal point of f(r(O)) in SCI) for every
geodesic r. Furthermore we see that d must be odd.

Proof Since e=n, NX) is constant on UxM.
Lemma we have

From the above

so that ~(X)=O on UxM. Sincefis embedding and \I~(X)W=I-b2, we
have b= -1. Next we shall prove that d is odd. If d is even, then
H(X, X), (D2H) (X4), ... , (D d- 2H) (Xd) are linearly independent and hence
f(j)'s are also linearly independent. Thush(L/2)=O for every even integer
2<j<d, which implies b= 1. This contradicts to the assumption that f
is an embedding.
Q.E.D.
Finally we shall study when the cut-locus is totally geodesic in M.
As before let r be a unit speed geodesic in M such that r(O)=x, t(O)=X
and r(L/2)=y. Then the cut-locus Cut(y) of y is geodesic at x in M if
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and only if the restriction of A(D<) (Z) to T",Cut(y) vanishes for every Z e
.P",(y). Indeed

Theorem 4.7. Letf: M-.S(l) be a minimal helical embedding and M
be compact. Let Z e .P",(y). Then the Weingarten map Az of the submanifold Cut(y) in M corresponding to Z is given by

for Y 1 , Y z e T",Cut(y). Moreover We see that Cut(y) is a minimal submanifold in M.
Proof We may assume that Z=X because of .n"",(X)=.n"",(Z).
Let us consider the Jacobi field Ky as in Lemma 3.6. This is a variation
vector of a geodesic variation such that each geodesic is orthogonal to
Cut (y), passes through y at s=L/2 and has the same length L/2. It
follows that

(cf. [5]). Thus we have from Lemma 3.6

which implies that

e

for Yh Y z T",Cut(y). Next let Zh Zz e .n";(X) which is the subspace
orthogonal to X in .n"",(X). We have
<A(D<) (X)Zh Zz)=«D~)(X); H(Zl' Z2»

= -«D~)(Zl)' H(X, Zz».
If Zl=Z2, then

«D~)(Zl)'

H(X, Zz»=0 (cf. Lemma 3.3 in [6]).

If ZLl

Z2' then

But «D~)(Zl)' H(X, Zz» is symmetric with respect to Zl and Z2' and
hence <A(D<) (X)Zl' Zz)=O. Since A(D<) (X)X =0, the matrix representation
of A(D<) (X) is

Minimal Helical Immersion

1
-A(D<)(x)=

a
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x

o o o
o i 0, Qx

} £";(X)

O ;i tQ x;i -A-x

} T",Cut(y)

:

:

where Qx is a (e-I)X(n-e) matrix. Therefore we have trace Ax=O
since trace A (D<)(X) = O.
Q.E.D.
Remark. We consider the field of linear transformation Qt(8):
Cut (r(s+Lj2)) along r. We easily see that Qt vanishes
along r if and only if £''It) is parallel distribution along r.

£"~8)(t(s))~Tr(.)
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